
































Letter to Terry 

Back in the late very 80's I had very little interest in reading at the age of 13 and a school 

friend shoved Colour of Magic under my nose and told me "try this"... didn't really think much of 

trying it but he persuaded  me so I did.  Probably the best thing that ever happened to me 

because I couldn't put it down and after that my interest in reading more of his (and other 

authors) blossomed. 

In fact my educational level improved and eventually I finished my degree in Aerospace 

Engineering... but reading was always my fav :-) 

It's very  hard to explain in words really how important that moment in my life was my turning 

point that changed my journey :-) 

Also life then went through a massive change again when I suffered a natural brain 

haemorrhage at the age of 23... that turned out to be the reason why I had education problem as 

a child!.... however I have always been a happy person and although reading is incredibly hard I 

have discovered Audio books and the amazing Kindle Fire as you can make the words big so no 

matter what happens... I can still read a STP book (slowly but still get there :-))... When one 

door closes, another door opens :-) 

Thank you for everything :-) 

Phil Newson  A157 

 
 
 













Hi Terry, 
 
I've been reminiscing quite a bit about that day 8 years ago at the Union Square Barnes and 
Noble, when I attended a book signing with my best friend Robin and my son Steven. One of my 
favorite authors was coming to New York and, as I thought then, when would I even get this 
chance again to meet him? It was a must-do and a chance to get another book! 
 
It was a very interesting chat- loads of laughs and a bit of worry because of a stroke scare, but 
hopefully it would soon pass. As we stood in line waiting for signatures, I was secretly glad 
that, on a slip of paper, our names were written down because a lifetime of explaining to people 
how to pronounce Gwist can be a bit tiring. I'm actually waiting for the person who will ask my 
mother why she named me that, but so far the challenge hasn't been accepted. 
 
Imagine my surprise when you pronounced it correctly, asked if it meant anything and told me 
that it reminded you of a swirl of dust, under a door being struck by a shaft of sunlight. You 
were the first author that I've met who took a bit of time for your readers and spoke to them, 
and I was glad Robin suggested it. She mentioned a convention the next year and, as it was an 
opportunity for her to visit me in Switzerland again, we made plans. 
 
Attending that first, for us,convention in Birmingham was the best decision we had made. We 
were taken into a large family of like-minded book lovers and discovered a world that we were 
always just at the edge of, but couldn't find the key to its door until that October day in 2007. 
 
Fast forwarding to 2015 and here I am, once again with Steven but without Robin at my sixth 
and his first Discworld convention. We are here in Cork celebrating your life this weekend and 
remembering everything that you've brought to our lives. Actually, as I'm writing this Bernard 
is telling us some great stories, the closing ceremony is coming up and I will have a turtle 
shaped hole in my heart until next year when I can meet my family again. 
 
Thank you for giving my name a meaning :) 
 
Love from Gwist, Robin and Steven...and my youngest son David who finally made it last year 
and has also found a new family 
 







































Hello Terry, 
 
I was given The Light Fantastic and the Colour of Magic by a friend to read in 1988 as she was 
moving house and needed a safe place for books .  I was 40 in 1988  and had never heard of 
Conventions, Wincanton or anything else. 
  
It was 2000 when my daughter Mari and I finally got the courage to apply to attend a 
Discworld Convention – which did not happen so we signed up for the 2002. OH the 
Convention ! Oh the twinning at Wincanton! We were delighted, amazed, amused, too busy to 
go to bed. 
  
Since then I can only say we have had found a new family, to replace the family we lost in 1998 
– Mr & Mrs Boggis  ( Sorry, -now  Sir Josiah Boggis and Lady Vi) welcomed us and we never 
looked back. We met lovely people with lovely idea’s for fun and.... joy – we could join in!!! ( 
Davina for one, John Hicks for another, Boggis goes without saying, and so many more) 
  
You made me re-evaluate everything I thought I knew. My eyes opened, and then did it again. 
Thank you Terry for new perspectives, excitement I did not know I could have, and the friends 
and ‘family’ I have gained. 
I thought life would be stale and quiet, how wrong I have been. I cannot say how much I have 
enjoyed joining in, laughing, crying, and meeting the Tribe of Discworld. 
Thank you is totally inadequate but THANK YOU SO MUCH!. 
  
Marjorie Ulisa Fletcher 
 
 















To Terry, 

Thank you. Thank you for so much. If it had not been for you, for a battered old copy of Mort 

and later The Hogfather tucked away in the corner of my school library, a very bored and fed up 

young girl could have gone down a very different path. You allowed me to enter one of the most 

detailed and vividly imagined worlds I have ever come across, a diamond in a coal bucket, and I 

am immensely grateful for everything that I have discovered since: knowledge, wisdom, 

compassion, humour, hope, and, via the medium of the Discworld Conventions, the most 

wonderful Discworld family to go along with it. 

Though I only met you face to face on three occasions (one time where I made a fool of myself 

and twice where I was so in awe that I couldn’t think of anything to say), I feel like we have 

been allowed some inkling of you through your brilliant books, and I can only thank you for 

giving that to us. Your books sing with your kindness and your strength, and within their pages 

you set us the best examples – those that are flawed and human, like us, with characters who 

show us it’s alright if things are a struggle sometimes. You are a truly wonderful man, and you 

will live on in our memories. The ripples won’t fade. 

Many thanks, 

 

Sarah Cuming. 

 

 












